Photo 1 – Preaccident photo of N51RX (Neal Parks Photo)
Photo 2 – Initial impact point, viewer looking east at main wreckage (Continental Motors Photo)
Photo 3 – Main wreckage, viewer looking to the northwest (NTSB Photo)
Photo 4 – Main wreckage, viewer looking to the northeast (Textron Photo)
Photo 5 – LRU airport – fuel truck AV-1 (NTSB Photo)
Photo 6 - LRU airport – fuel truck Jet-2 (NTSB Photo)
Photo 8 - LRU airport – 1 inch diameter Avgas fuel nozzle (NTSB Photo)
Photo 9 - LRU airport – 1 5/8 inch diameter Jet fuel nozzle (NTSB Photo)
Photo 10 - LRU airport – 2 ½ inch wide “Duckbill” Jet fuel nozzle (NTSB Photo)
Photo 12 - LRU airport – “Duckbill” fuel nozzle shown next to the 2 ¼ inch diameter fuel port on an AS-350 helicopter (NTSB Photo)